Calling The Sons of the Revolution and DAR

By Anna Von Reitz
You always knew that you might be called. Somehow, somewhere in the back of your brains there
was this little prod, like a rose thorn in your brain, a suspicion that someday you might be called
upon to do something besides genealogy and fundraising for scholarships and historical pageants
and debutante balls.
This is it. You have a serious mission to help save your country. And it is an especially important
message and mission for those of you born in Delaware or in a State neighboring Delaware, because
believe it or not, Delaware is a problem.
Delaware has been taken over and operated by the Monarch of Great Britain, secretively, through the
establishment of a Chancery Court on the shores of Delaware.
Now, it is our trust and belief that many patriots still live in Delaware and many who have been born
in Delaware over the past century, who would be appalled to know that their State apparatus has
been illegally and immorally and unlawfully used to promulgate fraud upon the rest of America.
THE CORPORATION TRUST COMPANY/CORPORATION TRUST CENTER, 1209 Orange Street,
Wilmington, Delaware, in New Castle County, has been operating as a State owned Municipal TRUST
and as an Agent to protect criminal foreign corporations, and has abused the State Compact of
Delaware to do so.
As you are all aware, the State Compact belongs to Americans, not British Territorials. As you have
also learned, the entity called the "Delaware State" is a State Trust that was formed under False
Pretense following the Civil War. But the State known simply as "Delaware" is a different Beastie and
when Delaware rises, the Delaware State and all presumptions related to it, dissolve.
It is of earnest and utmost importance that those of you who have answered the call already and who
have done the work to declare your correct political status as Americans and who have formed the
Delaware Assembly--- and all those who shall act in concert in support of the Delaware Assembly,
take action to inform the now-figurehead-only "Governor" of the State of Delaware that the Delaware
State Trust belongs to the People of Delaware and that the People of Delaware are here, alive, and
well to claim it.
It is also of utmost importance for the Delaware Assembly and its Supporters to serve Notice on THE
CORPORATION TRUST COMPANY in Wilmington, informing them that the Delaware State Trust has
been claimed by the lawful heirs and that their Municipal TRUST, together with all client corporations,
is losing its charter for cause and all right, title, and interest vested in the so-called Delaware
Corporations now belongs to Delaware.
Rally round the Delaware State Assembly and do outreach, particularly in New Castle County, via
newspaper, telephone, computer, or any other reasonable method to enable the people of Delaware

to correct this deplorable and dangerous situation, which impacts not only Delaware, but every other
State.
These so-called "Delaware Corporations" that are operating within our States of the Union are not
supposed to be here, and the only way that they are here, is by clothing themselves as part of the
Delaware Trust --- an operation akin to wolves putting on sheep's clothing.
The current Liars and Criminals attempting an economic coup against our country are deliberately
lying about the Coronavirus as a means of keeping people from organizing and taking action against
their monstrous attempt to undermine everything that America is and stands for.
They are making it difficult, and yet, they have no lawful right to continue so long as one Son of the
Revolution or one Daughter, either, stands to defend Delaware --and to oust the foreign management
of the Delaware State Trust.
Those of you on the East Coast must again bear the brunt of the effort, but all the rest of us will be
with you in spirit and intent, bringing forward our expertise and our connections and lawful money to
assist.
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